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Children and youth often face discrimination, racism, between peers or from teachers and the society in general. We present a formative community eco pedagogical project with North-South (Belgium, France, Spain, Mexico) intercultural and extracurricular character. It is led by the NGO FaMiDo (Families of the World), active member since 2004 of the City of Mouscron (Belgium). The project was selected in the call for proposals Sub-Action 4.6 ‘Association’ of the European Programme Youth in Action (2012-2014) (reference: 2011-5083 / 004-001).

Objectives: facilitate the construction by the young people of their own identity – multiple identities integrated, as citizens of a globalized world -, and the acquisition of the necessary competences for a democratic ‘living together’ and the exercise of active citizenship.

We have involved many civil society actors, political authorities, families, schools, and others actors to promote intercultural dialogue and sensitize our public to the social construction of an active citizenship at national level. We have a prerequisite, the socio-emotional development to get mental health and well-being especially for the most disadvantaged participants, migratory mournings elaboration to promote and ease their participation.
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